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Independent Media and Freedom of Expression.
Global Research Needs Your Support

By The Global Research Team
Global Research, July 14, 2021

Dear readers,

Running an independent counter-current news media in 2021 at the height of an unfolding
World crisis is no easy feat.

Independent media and freedom of expression are threatened. The ultimate goal is the
silencing of any voice of opposition to the mainstream narrative.

We find ourselves dedicating mounting time and resources to navigating our way through a
maze of biased search engine algorithms. The message is nonetheless getting out. Despite
online censorship, yesterday, we ended up with more than 100,000 page views, reaching
people all over the World.

To confront the “Big Lie” and ensure “Truth in Media”, Global Research needs your support!

On GlobalResearch.ca,  the  viewpoints  put  forth  are  intent  upon building  dialogue and
understanding.

We publish articles by a wide variety of specialists dotted all  over the globe including
journalists and scholars, political analysts and historians, medical doctors and scientists, ex-
military and intelligence personnel, to name but a few.

Our commitment is to make our articles and videos available to the broadest possible
readership, on a non-commercial basis, without the need for a login for paid subscribers.
You can help us in this project by making a financial contribution below, or by sharing our
articles far and wide via social media, e-mail lists, blog sites, etc.

To reverse the tide we need your help. We thank you for your support!

If you value Global Research, please consider becoming a member or making a donation by
clicking below.

To send your donation by mail, kindly send your cheque or international money order, in
US$, Can$ or Euro, made out to CRG, to our postal address: click here for details.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/author/the-global-research-team
https://www.globalresearch.ca/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/CRG_PO_Box.jpeg
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Click to donate:

Click to make a one-time or a recurring donation

Click to become a member (receive free books!):

Click to view our membership plans

Thank you for supporting independent media.

The Global Research Team

The original source of this article is Global Research
Copyright © The Global Research Team, Global Research, 2021
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Comment on Global Research Articles on our Facebook page

Become a Member of Global Research

Articles by: The Global
Research Team

Disclaimer: The contents of this article are of sole responsibility of the author(s). The Centre for Research on Globalization will
not be responsible for any inaccurate or incorrect statement in this article. The Centre of Research on Globalization grants
permission to cross-post Global Research articles on community internet sites as long the source and copyright are
acknowledged together with a hyperlink to the original Global Research article. For publication of Global Research articles in
print or other forms including commercial internet sites, contact: publications@globalresearch.ca
www.globalresearch.ca contains copyrighted material the use of which has not always been specifically authorized by the
copyright owner. We are making such material available to our readers under the provisions of "fair use" in an effort to advance
a better understanding of political, economic and social issues. The material on this site is distributed without profit to those
who have expressed a prior interest in receiving it for research and educational purposes. If you wish to use copyrighted
material for purposes other than "fair use" you must request permission from the copyright owner.
For media inquiries: publications@globalresearch.ca
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